The MARS Glass Edition puts art on your table,
manufactured by Lobmeyr
Adolf Loos’ water glass – reinterpreted by contemporary artists

Contemporary artists reinterpret a true classic: Adolf Loos’
water glass designed in 1931.
Each individual piece is unique, and as impressive and exquisite
as the series as a whole.
Produced by Viennese glass manufacturer Lobmeyr, the MARS
Glass Edition is now on the market.
This unlimited edition is for people who want to bring a work of
art into their everyday life.
Das Original: der
The Original: Adolf Loos’ water glass
from the year 1931

Download photos and descriptions at: www.lobmeyr.at/downloads/mars
How untouchable is an icon? At the initiative of the MAK ART Society (MARS), thirteen
contemporary artists took a closer look at this question by reinterpreting the water glass
from Adolf Loos’ Drinking Set No. 248. This set has been produced by Viennese glass
manufacturer’s J. & L. Lobmeyr since 1931. The base of the glasses bears a fine, silk matte,
polished diamond cut. With its provocative and sleek perfection, this glassware epitomizes
the radicalness embodied in the work of Adolf Loos’, Austria’s leading pioneer of Modern
architecture.

An Art Collection on the Dinner Table
The MARS Glass Edition shows different ways to make an approach, with the red thread of
the artistic eye bridging reverence and experimentation. This makes the full set more than
just the sum of its individual pieces: it is an art collection en miniature.
“In accordance with these, these glasses are available for collection by the piece or as a full
set of the series,” explains Leonid Rath of Lobmeyr. “This way or that, these pieces meld
into the ordinary, or extraordinary, everyday lives of people with a love for exceptional
objects – and of course for our glass.” This edition also works well for familiar gatherings on
a personal level, “when each guest is given a glass that fits their personality”.
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The From Jenny Holzer to Helmut Lang
The MARS Glass Edition was kicked off with a piece by American artist Jenny Holzer: her
2006 design for MARS Art Society annual gift alluded to Adolf Loos’ water glasses from
1931. Franz Graf, Eva Schlegel, and Manfred Wakolbinger then went on to design
subsequent annual gifts, followed by projects with Gunter Damisch, Gregor Eichinger,
Brigitte Kowanz, Helmut Lang, Peter Noever, Arnulf Rainer, Georg Salner, Markus
Schinwald, and Heimo Zobernig. The only specification the artists were given was to not
alter the form of the glass. They could choose from the production techniques polishing,
engraving, painting, and sanding.

Lobmeyr: Aesthetics You Can Touch
Lobmeyr has always drawn great inspiration from working together with painters,
architects, and designers. Their creative ideas are then realized using all the possibilities of
fine handcrafting. This means that Lobmeyr glasses fulfill artistic and functional demands
equally. We place importance on the fact that even those with an extravagant appearance
are still intended for use.

About MARS
The MAK ART SOCIETY (MARS) has been providing art lovers the opportunity to participate
in the MAK’s work since 1986. MARS sponsors the MAK museum for events and activities
that directly support art: research projects, artwork acquisition, exhibition projects, and
publications. MARS members are invited to exhibition tours, exclusive events, previews, art
openings, art and architecture travel events, and much more.
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Die MARS-Glas-Edition

Jenny Holzer
Engraved with the word “Truth”, the American artist makes a reference to a
statement by Adolf Loos: “Be truthful! Nature only sides with truth.”

Franz Graf
Ribbon, spiral, helix: Franz Graf has many names for his elegant, black
undulating design. One thing is for certain: “This is not a water glass, it is a
glass for drinks of the night.”

Eva Schlegel
Eva Schlegel slipped a red, hand-painted semidome into the heart of the
glass, resulting in surprising reflections that change with each movement of
the hand.

Manfred Wakolbinger
Manfred Wakolbinger had effervescent air bubbles engraved into his glass.
After all, the more liquid one takes away, the more a glass becomes a
receptacle of air.

Heimo Zobernig
The farsightedness of his old age is to blame for his enlargement of Loos’
diamond cut, explains Heimo Zobernig. And: “I didn’t want to minimize the
myself through my reference.”

Markus Schinwald
For the brave: “My suggestion was to eliminate Loos’ base pattern and give
the glass something we all sit on: a bottom.”

Georg Salner
From LOOS to SOLO back to LOOS. By changing the order of the letters,
Georg Salner poses us questions like: Is Loos all that matters? Is this piece
unique? Does an infinite loop cancel out the separation?
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Arnulf Rainer
Austrian artist Arnulf Rainer, known for his overpaintings, states: “The
beginning is difficult.” He sees the glass as a canvas – impressively realized by
Lobmeyr.

Peter Noever
“Modern humans, humans with modern nerves, don’t need ornamentation.
They despise it,” said Adolf Loos. Peter Noever agrees with this – and protects
the glass with a lid.

Helmut Lang
From crystal clear to black: Vienna-born artist Helmut Lang took a radical
approach. He created a puristic object that rejects all ornamentation in the
finest Loos tradition.

Brigitte Kowanz
Light artist Brigitte Kowanz created a podium for Adolf Loos. “What was
already there is now filled with light, bringing hidden aspects to the forefront,”
says Brigitte Kowanz. She left the glass itself untouched.

Gregor Eichinger
A water glass with a one-eighth mark: Adolf Loos himself said his glasses were
suited to wine. What wasn’t accomplished back then has now been perfected
by Gregor Eichinger.

Gunter Damisch
Gunter Damisch took a painterly approach. He set the glass on the back of a
book and traced the outline with a pencil. The cutout was painted on the glass.

Contact
J. & L. Lobmeyr
Kärntner Straße 26, 1010 Vienna, Austria
Leonid Rath
T +42 1 512 05 08
presse@lobmeyr.at
www.lobmeyr.at
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